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Abstract 
This paper focuses on forecasting volatility of high frequency Euro exchange rates.  
Four 15 minute frequency Euro exchange rate series, including Euro/CHF, Euro/GBP, 
Euro/JPY and Euro/USD, are used to test the forecast performance of six models, 
including both traditional time series volatility models and the realized volatility 
model.  Besides the normally used regression test and accuracy test, an equal 
accuracy test, the HLN-DM test, and a superior predictive ability test are also 
employed in the out-of-sample forecast evaluation. The FIGARCH model is found to 
be superior in almost all exchange rate series. Although the widely preferred ARFIMA 
model shows better performance than the traditional daily volatility models, generally 
speaking, it cannot surpass the FIGARCH model and the intraday GARCH model. 
Furthermore, the SVX model does not significantly outperform the SV model in the 
accuracy test, which contradicts the results of some earlier research.  The paper 
confirms the advantage of using high frequency data and modelling the long memory 
factor.  It also analyses the characteristics of Euro exchange rates and compares the 
test results with the conclusions drawn by previous studies. 
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1. Introduction 
 

For many years, the volatility forecast of the financial market and asset prices has 
been a focus for researchers, because of its importance for policy making, as well as 
investment analysis, derivative securities pricing and risk management. It is 
considered as a ‘barometer for the vulnerability of financial markets and the economy’ 
(Poon and Granger 2003).  Besides some studies focusing on the application of 
volatility, up to 2002, there were at least 93 published or working papers studying 
modelling and forecasting volatility (Poon and Granger 2003), and this paper also 
falls into this category. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the volatility forecast 
performance of various models for high frequency Euro exchange rates. 
 

In recent years, using high frequency data has been the main focus of volatility 
forecasting. Before the research of Anderson et al. (1998a), which used intraday 
returns to calculate the measure for volatility forecasting, studies had normally 
concentrated on using daily returns to forecast volatility and daily squared returns as 
the measure of “true volatility”. However, as noted by Anderson et al.(1998a), daily 
squared returns are very noisy measure since they are calculated from daily closing 
prices and is impossible to reflect price fluctuations during the day. High frequency 
data, which carry more information of the daytime transactions, can significantly 
improve the accuracy in volatility forecasting. Thus more and more studies begin to 
use high frequency data, not only as a volatility measure, but directly in model 
estimation and forecasting as well. The examples include using the long memory 
ARFIMA model to model and forecast realized volatility, extending the daily model 
by including an intraday information term, and modelling standard volatility models 
on intraday returns directly. The comparison of these methods is set out in many 
studies, such as those of Martens (2001), Martens and Zein (2002), Hol and 
Koopman(2002), Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold and Labys (ABDL thereafter) (2003) 
and others. These studies also confirm the advantages of using high frequency data. 
 
Although there have been plenty of studies on comparing volatility forecasting 
performance among models, there have not been, to the author’s knowledge, any 
studies based on high frequency Euro exchange rates. Therefore, choosing seldom 
studied data to compare the existing arguments is the first contribution of this study.  
 
Among various financial asset markets, the exchange rate market is the largest one in 
the world in terms of the trading volume. Daily foreign exchange turnover can exceed 
1.5 trillion American dollars (Source: Bank of International Settlements). Because 
dealers are widely spread in different time zones, unlike stock markets, the currency 
exchange market is open 24 hours a day. Therefore, it is also the most liquid market in 
the world, and the price is less likely to be affected by outside elements, such as the 
behaviour of individual traders or companies. Published studies and working papers 
on foreign exchange markets include but are not limited to West and Cho(1995), 
Anderson and Bollerslev(1998a), ABDL (1999,2000,2003), Martens (2001), 
Vilasuso(2002) and Jones (2003). 

Since its introduction in 1999, the Euro has played an increasingly important role in 
global monetary markets. The Euro quickly established itself as the second most widely 
used international currency after the US dollar, ahead of the Japanese yen (Source: 
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European Central Bank). However, many of these studies focusing on the exchange 
rate volatility forecasting use USD exchange rates, mainly USD/JPY, USD/DEM or 
USD versus other important currencies, while few studies focus on high frequency 
Euro exchange rate volatility forecasting. Therefore, by choosing high frequency Euro 
exchange rates as the focus of the study, we may achieve different conclusions from 
those using other market data. 

To carry out the study, both traditional time series volatility models and the realized 
volatility model are used and compared by evaluating their out-of-sample forecast 
performance. The traditional time series volatility models considered include the 
GARCH model, stochastic volatility (SV) model, stochastic volatility with exogenous 
variables (SVX) model, and the long-memory FIGARCH model. The realized 
volatility model is the long memory ARFIMA model. The GARCH model will be 
estimated by both intraday returns and daily returns. The inclusion of the daily 
GARCH model, the SV model and the SVX model is done so as to evaluate any 
possible advantage of using high frequency data. 
 
The intraday GARCH model and the FIGARCH model are estimated by 15 minute 
frequency intraday returns to consider whether the traditional time series model can fit 
high frequency applications. Some studies have applied intraday returns to standard 
volatility models, including Beltratti and Morana (1999), Martens (2001), Rahman 
and Ang(2002), and Marlik(2005). However, most of these studies use a relatively 
small number of observations and lower frequencies. Using a large number of high 
frequency intraday returns with standard volatility models is the second contribution 
of this study.  Moreover, the intraday GARCH and the FIGARCH models are 
compared with the recent proposed realized volatility model, the ARFIMA model, 
which has not been previously done in the literature. In addition, the comparison of 
two kinds of long memory models in high frequency application, i.e., the FIGARCH 
model and the ARFIMA model, has received little attention by the other studies. 
Filling this gap can be considered the third contribution.  
 
Besides the contributions mentioned above, by comparing the GARCH model with 
the FIGARCH model, the paper also contributes to a better understanding of whether 
modelling the long memory property in a high frequency volatility process can 
improve the forecast performance for short forecasting horizons, which is not 
commonly seen in previous studies. 
 
To evaluate the out-of-sample forecast performance, various tests have been 
performed in this study. In addition to the normally used regression test and accuracy 
test, to further study the inferences from the accuracy test, an equal accuracy test, the 
adjusted Diebold-Mariano(1995) test (Harvey, Leybourne and Newbold, 1997) and 
the superior predictive ability test (Hansen, 2005) are also employed. The results of 
these tests show that the FIGARCH model has outperformed the ARFIMA model 
after the deseasonalisation of raw returns, and the intraday GARCH also shows good 
performance.  Such a result is rather surprising, since it has not been reported in 
previous research. Furthermore, the paper on the one hand confirms that using high 
frequency data can substantially enhance the forecast performance, and on the other 
hand, finds that when we consider the long memory factor, i.e. comparing the 
FIGARCH and GARCH models, the results show the benefits of modelling the long 
memory.  The paper also shows that daily GARCH performs slightly better than the 
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SV and SVX models in terms of the accuracy test, while this result again contradicts 
earlier findings that the SVX model can outperform the original daily volatility 
model.  
 
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows: Chapter 2 introduces some main 
findings and current arguments in volatility forecasting literature related to this paper. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the data and methodology used in this paper.  Chapter 4 
discusses the parameter estimation results and the fitness for each model. Chapter 5 
compares the out-of-sample forecast performance of the models according to the 
results from different tests.  The conclusions are given in Chapter 6.   

2. Literature Review 

Given the importance of volatility, numerous studies related to volatility forecasting 
have appeared. The review will mainly concentrate on those studies related to the 
application of high frequency data. Studies reviewed here can be classified into four 
groups:  

Studies focusing on realized volatility start with Andersen and Bollerslev (1998a) 
whoconstructs the realized volatility by summing the squared intraday returns and the 
first paper that proposes the realized volatility to be a volatility measure. The paper 
shows the dramatic improvement of the forecast performance of a daily GARCH 
model by using the new volatility measure. This study can be regarded as the seminal 
paper on using high frequency data in volatility forecasting.  

A number of further studies by the same authors focus further on the forecasting of 
realized volatility and its properties. ABDL (1999) first recommends without 
application, the ARFIMA model for forecasting realized volatility after studying the 
properties of the distributions of realized volatility and realized covariance. ABDL 
(2000) supports the argument that realized volatility is an efficient estimator of 
integrated volatility by showing the empirical results that the returns standardized by 
realized volatility are nearly normally distributed. The main contribution of ABDL 
(2001) is that it recognizes that realized volatility can benefit forecasting if it is 
directly modelled by a parametric model rather than simply used as an evaluation of 
other models’ forecasting behaviour. The findings of the above studies constitute the 
theoretical base of directly using realized volatility in volatility forecasting. Following 
this idea, ABDL (2003) proposes a long memory Gaussian vector autoregression 
process (VAR) to model and forecast realized volatility and the value at risk. This 
paper gives us strong empirical evidence that the VAR-RV model provides superior 
performance to other candidate models.   
 
A second strand in the literature considers the merits of alternative models and 
compares daily with high frequency data. Many papers focus on testing the benefits of 
using high frequency data and comparing different methods for forecasting volatility, 
including the realized volatility method mentioned above, the traditional time series 
model and the option implied method. 
 
Martens (2001) compares daily volatility forecasts constructed from multiple 
volatility forecasts of intraday intervals, with a daily model and a daily model 
extended by intraday information.  It finds that the higher the intraday frequency is 
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used, the better are the out-of-sample daily volatility forecasts.  The daily model, 
including intraday information, has similar performance to the method that models 
intraday returns directly. Martens and Zein (2002) provides the evidence that using 
high frequency data can improve both the accuracy of measurement and the 
performance of forecasting. It also shows that the long memory model contributes to 
its improvement as well. Hol and Koopman (2002) adopt the high frequency return 
series of the S&P100 stock index and use two kinds of models: realized volatility 
models and daily time-varying volatility models to compare their predictive power. 
The results of the out-of-sample evaluation show that the ARFIMA model estimated 
by realized volatility gives the most accurate forecast. Pong, Shackleton and Taylor 
(2004) compares among option implied volatility and the forecasts obtained from the 
short memory model--ARMA, the long memory model---ARFIMA, and the daily 
GARCH model.  It finds that the most accurate historical forecasts come from the 
use of high frequency returns, not from a long memory specification.  

All of these studies confirm that using high frequency data can improve the volatility 
forecast performance. They also reach a consensus that the forecast from high 
frequency data can outperform the option implied volatility, which is regarded as the 
superior volatility forecast in the literature in the daily case.  Furthermore, for the 
studies using realized volatility, they all show that this method is superior to the 
traditional time series models.  

The question that naturally emerges is whether the standard models still valid and a 
pate of papers attempt to address this issue. As more and more evidence supports the 
realized volatility method, which models realized volatility directly, another question 
is raised that whether traditional time series models can capture the unique properties 
of high frequency data and fit the intraday return series. However, no consensus has 
been achieved yet. For example, Rahman and Ang (2002) shows that intraday 
volatility can be best described by a standard GARCH(1,1) model,  while Jones 
(2003) suggests that the standard time series models cannot capture the intraday 
exchange rate return generating process at the frequencies higher than 24 hours by 
using the simulation method. 

Finally, another set of studies considers the properties of high frequency data for 
specific markets. The inferences mentioned above related to high frequency data are 
all based on analysing the properties of developed financial markets. Dacorogna et 
al.(2001) demonstrates some stylized properties for high frequency exchange market 
returns, such as the non-normal distribution, first order negative autocorrelation, 
increasing fat tail when the frequency increases, the seasonality and so on. Meanwhile, 
there are some other studies trying to answer the question whether these stylized 
properties also apply to other markets. Kayahan and Stengos (2002) use the Istanbul 
Stock Exchange and Barbosa (2002) studies the Brazil inter bank FX market. They 
both confirm that the high frequency data of the special markets they choose have 
similar features to the stylized properties concluded from developed markets.  

Based on the findings of the current literature, examining whether these inferences are 
also valid in Euro exchange rates is the main focus of this paper. Therefore, the aim of 
this study is to analyse the properties of the high frequency Euro exchange rates, 
choose some popularly discussed methods in the literature and evaluate their forecast 
ability.  
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3. Data and Methodology 
 
3.1 Data and their properties 
 
The original data sets are 5-minute interval spot foreign exchange prices of Euro/CHF, 
Euro/GBP, Euro/JPY and Euro/USD provided by Olsen and Associates.  

These currencies are chosen because they are the major ones in terms of the trading 
volume, which account for over 85% of all foreign exchange transactions. In addition, 
these non-USD currency pairs are all direct trading currencies, and thus it avoids 
using cross rates, which are calculated from the USD exchange rates.  

The original data set is from January 1st, 2000 to October 31st, 2004 for a total of 
509,472 observations for each exchange rate series. The starting year of 2000, rather 
than 1999 is chosen to exclude the unstable period of the Euro due to its initial 
introduction. 
 
Although the data are available in 5-minute intervals, the 15-minute frequency is used 
in this study. Many researchers assume that the higher the frequency, the more 
accurate forecast. However, it has also been argued that extremely high frequency 
does not necessarily produce the best result, because of market microstructure effects 
(ABDL, 1999). There is no consensus on what is the optimal interval to fit in order to 
balance the accuracy and microstructure disturbances. In practice, 5-minute and 
30-minute intervals are commonly used. To balance between the cost of huge 
computation time of 5-minute data and relatively less accuracy of 30-minute intervals, 
the 15 minute interval is used in this research and the price series are constructed from 
an initial grid of 5-minute prices. 
 
The currency exchange market is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  However, 
very small trading volumes can be observed on weekends and holidays. Similar to 
Anderson and Bolleslev(1998a), weekend returns from Friday 21:05 GMT to Sunday 
21:00 GMT are removed from the sample. The returns of January 1, December 25, 26 
as well as Good Friday and Easter Monday are also removed.  
 
The return series tr  is obtained by: 

1lnln −−= ttt ppr                                                     (1) 
where tp  is the spot price at time t. 
 
After the deletion of the missing values in the raw price set, the final numbers of 
sample observations in the return series are shown in Table 1 and the actual plots of 
each return series are shown in Graph 1. 
 
Table 2 shows the summary statistics of the distribution of raw returns for each 
exchange rate series. From the figures we can learn that the 15-minute returns of Euro 
exchange rates have similar characteristics to those stylized properties of high 
frequency financial time series returns documented in the literature. For example, the 
values of kurtosis are far greater than the normal distribution indicating fat tailed 
distributions. Three of the Euro exchange rate returns series are slightly skewed, while 
for Euro/USD, the skewness is as high as 0.966. The means of the series concerned 
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here, like other financial returns, are all approximately zero. 
 
Dacorogna et al.(2001) discuss in detail the stylized properties of high frequency data 
in foreign exchange markets. One of these properties is about kurtosis. It not only 
confirms the well known large value of kurtosis for the return series, but also 
discusses the relationship between the value of kurtosis and the frequency of returns. 
In this study, we confirm their findings about this relationship by comparing the 
kurtosis of three different frequency returns. Table 3 shows the kurtosis of 5-minute, 
15-minute and 30-minute returns for each exchange rate series. The figures 
demonstrate the kurtosis increases as the time frequency increases, i.e. the highest 
frequency—the 5-minute return has the largest kurtosis. 
 
Another stylized property of the high frequency return documented in Dacorogna et 
al(2001), as well as many other studies is the negative first order autocorrelation in 
returns. Graph 2 shows the ACF of each 15-minute Euro exchange rate returns. Large 
negative autocorrelations in the first lag can be observed. The autocorrelations after 
the first lag are rather small. This phenomenon is caused by the bounce between bid 
and ask prices, which is a market microstructure effect. 
 
However, when we consider the Box-Pierce test statistics up to 36 lags, the large 
values indicate the hypothesis that these return series are white noise is rejected. 
Lobato, Nankervis and Savin (2001) propose a modified Q test, which allows the 
statistical dependence of the series to be considered; the hypothesis is still rejected, 
using their adjusted Q-test for our series. The autocorrelation after the first order in 
raw returns is not reported in other studies on USD exchange rates for example, 
ABDL (2003), or Dacorogna et al(2001). However, the serial dependence in raw 
returns is found in some high frequency stock markets (Andersen et al., 2001 and 
Rahman and Ang, 2002), which means that the property of Euro exchange rates may 
differ from that of USD exchange rates, while it does not contradict the stylized 
properties of high frequency data.    
 
In addition, there is another important property of the data, i.e., seasonality of intraday 
volatility. Graph 3 shows the ACF of absolute returns of 4 exchange rate series. The 
apparent U shape seasonality can be observed for every 24 hours. For the 15-minute 
return series, there are 96 observations per 24 hours, so the pattern can be observed at 
every 96 lags, which strongly indicates the seasonality with a period of one day. The 
autocorrelation is highest at the beginning and the end of the 24 hour intervals, and is 
lowest at the middle. This property has also been confirmed by other studies, such as 
Anderson and Bollerslev (1997), Barbosa (2002), and Dacorogna et al (2001), etc. 
According to Dacorogna et al(2001), this phenomenon is due to the overlap of 
opening hours of the three major foreign exchange markets in the world, the 
American, European and Asian markets. When both American and European markets 
open, the autocorrelations are relatively large. From the graph we can also see that the 
persistence of autocorrelation in absolute returns dies out very slowly, indicating the 
long memory property in the volatility process. 
 
In summary, the 15-minute Euro exchange rate series used in this study have stylized 
properties similar to those of other high frequency financial returns reported in the 
literature. They are all fat tailed, slightly skewed (except Euro/USD) and zero mean. 
There is a positive correlation between the kurtosis and the frequency of the returns. 
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They share not only negative first order autocorrelation, but also significant ‘spurious’ 
autocorrelation after the first lag in raw returns. Most importantly, they have strong 
seasonality in intraday volatility.  
 
3.2 Models and Estimation 
 
Six models will be used in the study: a realized volatility model ARFIMA model, 
intraday GARCH and FIGARCH models, a daily GARCH model, a stochastic 
volatility model and an extended stochastic volatility model. It is widely considered 
that the long memory process exists in the volatility series, and the ARFIMA model 
can capture well this property in daily realized volatility.  However, it is still 
interesting to test whether there is any difference between modelling realized 
volatility directly (ARFIMA) and embedding the long memory in a GARCH type 
model (FIGARCH). A GARCH (1,1) model is chosen because studies show in most 
of the cases, other volatility models can’t beat a simple GARCH(1,1) model by using 
daily data. Therefore, its performance in high frequency cases is an interesting topic. 
In addition, not much work has been done in comparing the standard GARCH model 
with its long memory counterparts, especially for intraday Euro exchange rate returns. 
For example, Vilasuso (2002) and Lux and Kaizoji(2004) compare GARCH and 
FIGARCH in volatility forecasting, but they use daily data. Zumbach(2002) uses 
one-hour returns with USD exchange rates.  The stochastic volatility model is 
extended by an intraday information term in order to evaluate whether high frequency 
returns help daily volatility forecasting. 
 
The intraday returns show strong seasonality in 24 hour intervals, which has been 
demonstrated in the previous section. As noted by, among others, Anderson and 
Bollerslev(1997) and Martens, Chang and Taylor(2002), the estimation of traditional 
time series models, e.g., GARCH type models, will be corrupted by intraday 
seasonality. Therefore, the deseasonalised filtered returns will be used to estimate 
traditional time series models rather than directly use intraday returns. The filtered 
return is defined as the nth intraday return divided by an estimated seasonality term. 

R~ t= )......1(
,

, Nn
S
R

nd

nd =                                                (2) 

where ndR , is the nth intraday return on day d, while ndS , is the corresponding 
seasonality term, supposing there are N intraday periods. 
 

ndS ,  is estimated by the method proposed by Taylor and Xu(1997), which simply 
averages the squared returns for each intraday period: 
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2
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,                                             (3) 

where there are D days in the sample and N intraday periods.  
 
Graph 4 shows the ACF of absolute filtered returns for each exchange rate series. It 
can be observed that by this method, seasonality is well extracted and the U shape 
pattern is almost removed for all series. The filtered returns will be used to estimate 
the intraday GARCH model and the FIGARCH model. 
 
The GARCH (1,1) will be considered in this research. Both intraday returns and daily 
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returns will be fit into the GARCH (1,1) model. The model is estimated by the 
maximum likelihood method using the Eviews package. For the intraday GARCH 
model, an MA (1) process is used in the mean equation in order to filter the serial 
correlation in the intraday return series caused by the microstructure effect. The MA 
(1)-GARCH(1,1) model is defined by: 
 ),0(~|,~

11 tttttt hDR −− Ω+= εθεε  
 11

2
1 1 −++=

− tt hh
t

βεαω                                                (4) 
The t-distribution is chosen as the error distribution in order to capture the fat tail 
often occurring in standardized GARCH innovations. Daily returns used to estimate 
the daily GARCH model are defined as the difference of logarithm prices at 12:00 pm 
GMT on that day and at 12:00 pm GMT on previous day, which will result in 1,237 
daily return observations.  
 
The FIGARCH model extends the variance equation of the standard GARCH model 
by including fractional differences to capture the long memory properties in volatility. 
Following Baillie, Cecen and Han(2000), we specify an MA(1)- FIGARCH(1,d,0)  
model in this study, which can be written as: 

),0(~|,~
11 tttttt hDR −− Ω+= εθεε  

2
111 ))1(1( t

d
tt LLhh εββω −−−++= −                                     (5) 

where d is the order of fractional integration, and L is the lag operator. 
The FIGARCH model is estimated using the 15 minute returns data and one step 
ahead forecasts are produced. The model is estimated by the Quasi maximum 
likelihood method with Student-t error distribution using the G@CH package 
(Laurent, and Peters, 2005) written in the Ox language of Doornik (2001).  
 
The ARFIMA (p,d,q) model  (Granger and Joyeux,1980) for a series ty is defined 
by 

tt
d LyLL εθµφ )()()1)(( =−−                                           (6) 

where d is the order of fractional integration, and L is the lag 
operator. P

PLLL φφφ +++= K11)(  is the AR polynomial component,  
q

qLLL θθθ +++= K11)(  is the MA polynomial component and µ  is the mean of 

ty . 
 
According to ABDL (2003), ty is defined as logarithm daily realized volatility    
log ( tσ ). Depending on the sample spectrum of data, not all parameters of an 
ARFIMA model can be identified from the data, especially in the case of realized 
volatility (Hol and Koopman, 2002). Therefore, empirically, many studies set a fixed 
d instead of estimating it. According to the specification of ABDL (2003), in this 
study d is fixed to 0.401 and the order of the model is set at (5,d,0). 
 
In this paper, daily realized volatility is constructed by the 15-minute return series. In 
order to take account of the serial correlation in raw returns, an MA(1) filtered return 
is used. The following are all filtered returns. 
The daily realized variance is defined by: 

∑
=

=
N

n
ntt r

1

2
,

2σ̂                                                          (7) 
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where the variance of day t is equal to the sum of squared intraday returns. Consistent 
with the one day definition of the daily GARCH model, realized volatility is also 
calculated from the returns between 12:00 pm on day t-1 and 12:00 pm on day t. 
Therefore the ARFIMA (5, d, 0) model specified in this research is: 

tt
dLL εµσθ =−− ))ˆ(log()1)((                                           (8) 

The model is estimated by the maximum likelihood method using the ARFIMA 
package (Doornik and Ooms, 2001) written in the Ox language of Doornik (2001). 
 
In the Stochastic Volatility model (Taylor,1994), volatility is modelled as an 
unobserved latent variable. It is argued that the SV model can capture the main 
empirical properties often observed in daily financial returns in a more appropriate 
way than GARCH type models (Broto and Ruiz, 2004). Therefore, the comparison of 
their performance in Euro exchange rate volatility forecasting is one of the interests of 
the study. In addition, the performance of the SV model and the SVX model has been 
evaluated by earlier studies on stock markets, such as Hol and Koopman (2002), and 
it will be useful to compare the results obtained in the case of the Euro exchange rates. 
A standard SV model is defined as: 

)1,0(~,
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where ty denotes the return series and it is assumed that tε  and tη are uncorrelated. 
The volatility process is the product of a squared scale parameter *σ and the 
exponential of the stochastic process th . 
Hol and Koopman (2000) specify a SV model with implied volatility as an 
explanatory variable in the variance equation, and this model is referred to as the SVX 
model. Following Hol and Koopman(2002), we use intraday returns as the 
explanatory variable instead of implied volatility in the SVX model. The mean and 
variance equations of the SVX model are identical to those of the standard SV model, 
while the th  process is specified as: 

tttt xLhh ησφγφ η+−+= −− 11 )1(                                         (10) 
 
where 1−tx  is the intraday information defined as the sum of 15 minute squared 
intraday returns.  
 
The parameters of the SV model will be estimated by the simulated maximum 
likelihood method using the importance sampling technique. It is carried out by a 
program written in the Ox language of Doornik (2001) using SsfPack by Koopman, 
Shephard and Doornik (1999). The program is downloaded from the webpage of 
‘Analysis of Stochastic Volatility using SsfPack’, which is created by Koopman. 
 
3.3 Forecasting 
 
One hundred days are used to be the out-of-sample period for the forecast evaluation. 
The in-sample estimation period is from January 4th, 2000 to June 11th, 2004. For the 
ARFIMA model, SV model, SVX model and daily GARCH (1, 1) model, 1,137 daily 
returns are used for initial model estimation and the one-step-ahead daily volatility 
forecast is produced. This procedure is repeated 100 times in order to produce 100 
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daily volatility forecasts for out-of-sample evaluation. The ARFIMA model and daily 
GARCH (1, 1) are estimated recursively while for the SV models, the rolling window 
method is used according to the original downloaded program. 
  
For the intraday GARCH (1, 1) and FIGARCH (1, d, 0) models, the initial estimation 
period is from 12:00 pm January 3rd, 2000 to 12:00 pm June 11th, 2004. By using 
recursive estimation, the next 15 minute ahead forecasts are produced. The number of 
forecasts may be different for each series, because the numbers of missing values in 
each return series are different. However, theoretically, 9,600 intraday variance 
forecasts should be produced if there is no missing value in the return series. Since the 
forecasts are based on deseasonalised filtered returns, the variance forecasts have to 
be transformed back to those from original returns by multiplying by the appropriate 
seasonal term 2ˆns , i.e. 

2
,

22
,

~ˆˆ fntnfnt s σσ ∗=                                                      (11) 

where 2
,

~
fntσ  is the 15-minute ahead variance forecast for deseasonalised filtered 

returns, 2
ns  is estimated by the method mentioned in last section, and  2

,ˆ fntσ  is the 
transformed forecast for original returns. 
 
In accordance with the idea of realized volatility, the daily variance forecast is 
calculated by:   

∑
=

=
N

n
fnttf

1

2
,

2
, ˆˆ σσ                                                       (12) 

where 2
,ˆ fntσ is intraday variance forecasts during the day t and 2

,ˆ tfσ is daily variance 
forecast on day t. 100 daily variance forecasts can be obtained by summing the 
intraday variance forecasts. 
 
Therefore, six series of forecasts are produced from six different models (to be exact: 
five different models and two different sample frequencies) and the forecast 
evaluation can be carried out based on them. 
 
 
4 Evaluating Alternative Forecasts  
 
4.1 True volatility measure 
 
Because the true volatility is unobservable, a proxy will be used as the measure of 
volatility forecasts. According to Andersen and Bollerslev (1998a), realized volatility 
is an unbiased and more accurate proxy of true volatility than the popularly used daily 
squared returns. In this research, the realized volatility is constructed from 5-minute 
returns and used as the proxy of true volatility. 

∑
=

=
N

n
nttrv r

1

2
,

2
,σ                                                        (13) 

where 2
,ntr is the squared intraday return and 2

,trvσ  is the realized variance on day t. 
 
There is no universal standard forecast evaluation method to judge the forecast of 
models, and this study chose some popularly used methods in the literature. 
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4.2 Regression test-Predictive power test: 
 
The basic idea of the regression test is that the true volatility is regressed on a constant 
and forecasted volatility in order to examine whether the forecasted value has 
explanatory power for the true volatility. In this essay we use realized volatility to be 
the proxy of true volatility, and the regression is as follows:  

ttforecasttrealized εσβασ ++= ++ 1,1, ˆ                                         (14) 
where 1, +trealizedσ  

is realized volatility at time t+1,
 
 1,ˆ +tforecastσ is the forecasted value 

for true volatility of time t+1 predicted at time t. 
The R

2 
from the regression can be used for the assessment of the predictability of our 

models.  
 
This approach is introduced by Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) and is further studied by 
Hatanaka (1974). It has also been widely used in forecasting evaluation by many 
researchers, such as Pong, Shackleton, Taylor and Xu (2004), Martens, Chang and 
Taylor(2002), Anderson and Bollerslev (1998a), Balaban (1999), and ABDL (2003). 
 
This study will estimate 24 OLS regressions between actual volatility and forecasted 
volatility from 6 models with 4 exchange rates series each. A larger 2R means that 
the true volatility can be better explained by the forecasted one in the equation and the 
model producing that forecast has more powerful forecast ability. 
 
4.3 Heteroskedasticity Adjusted Root Mean Squared Error (HRMSE)-Accuracy 
test: 
 
HRMSE belongs to the accuracy test, which compares the “true volatility” with the 
forecasted value and calculates the forecast error. Among various accuracy criteria, 
the mean error (ME), mean squared error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), root 
mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and 
heteroskedasticity adjusted root mean squared error (HRMSE) are most commonly 
used. However, there is no standard to decide which one is the best. In this study, in 
order to take account of heteroskedasticity in forecast errors, we chose HRMSE, 
which is also used by ABDL (1999), Martens and Zein (2002) and Hol and Koopman 
(2002). 
The HRMSE is calculated by 
 

2

1 1,,

1,, )
ˆ
ˆ

1(1∑
= +

+−=
T

t ttrealized

ttforecast

T
HRMSE

σ
σ

                                     (15) 

A smaller HRMSE indicates that the forecast is closer to the “true volatility” and the 
corresponding model is superior. 
 
4.4 Diebold-Mariano Test and HLN adjust DM test: 
 
However, the model with a smaller forecast error does not mean it is significantly 
superior to other models. In other words, the difference between two forecasts might 
be insignificantly different from zero. Thus, Diebold and Mariano (1995) propose an 
“equal accuracy” test between two forecasting models. 
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Let g(• ) be a specified loss function, and in our case, HRMSE. g ( 1te ) and g ( 2te ) are 
two forecast error series coming from two competing models. The loss differential is 
defined by )()( 21 ttt egegd −= . The null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy 
is )([)]([ 21 tt egEegE = ] or td =0. If the null is rejected, it indicates the model with the 
smaller loss is significantly superior to the other model. 
 
The procedure of the DM parametric test is as follows: let td be a loss differential 

series with mean ∑
=

=
T

t
td

T
d

1

1 . The DM test statistic is defined by 
)(ˆ dV

dDM =  

where )(ˆ dV  is the asymptotic variance of d . The estimator is calculated as  

]ˆ2ˆ[1)(ˆ
1

1
0 ∑

−

=

+=
h

k
kT

dV γγ                                               (16) 

where ))((1ˆ
1

dddd
T kt

T

kt
tk −−= −

+=
∑γ                                     (17) 

If td is subject to standard regularity and moment conditions, according to the central 
limit theory, the DM test statistics will have an asymptotic standard normal 
distribution under the null hypothesis.  
 
However, it is argued that for finite samples, the normal distribution can be a very 
poor approximation, and the test statistics may be biased depending on the degree of 
serial correlation among forecast errors. 
 
Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997) (HLN) suggest an adjusted DM test statistic 
that improves small-sample properties: 
  

DM
T

ThhhTDMHLN /)1(21_ −+−+
=                               (18) 

 where the test statistic is compared with the a Student-t-distribution with (T-1) 
degrees of freedom. Monte Carlo simulation confirms that the HLN_DM performs 
much better at all forecast horizons if the forecast errors are autocorrelated or have 
non-normal distributions (Harris and Sollis 2003). 
 
 
4.5 Superior Predictive Ability Test (Hansen 2005) 
 
In practice, the selection of the most accurate forecast is always among a set of 
models. Unlike the DM test, which compares forecasts from only two competing 
models, the superior predictive ability (SPA) test introduced by Hansen (2005) 
evaluates the performance of several alternative models. In addition, it assesses 
whether the same outcomes can be obtained from more than one sample by the use of 
a bootstrap procedure.  In the SPA test, a benchmark model is selected and ‘the 
question of interest is whether any alternative forecast is better than the benchmark 
forecast’ (Hansen 2005).  
 
Similar to the DM test, in the SPA test, the forecasts are evaluated by a predefined 
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loss function. In this study, the SPA test is taken by the SPA code written by Ox 
(Hansen, Kim and Lunde, 2003). In the code, two loss functions are predefined, which 
are the mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). We chose both of 
them in order to compare the result with the HRMSE used in the DM test. 
 
The intraday FIGARCH model is chosen as the benchmark model, since the empirical 
results discussed in next section show it produces the smallest HRMSE for all the 
exchange rate series. Therefore, whether the FIGARCH model significantly 
outperforms the alternative models by other criteria is our question of interest.  
 
 
5. Empirical Results for In-sample Estimation 
 
All the parameter estimators for the realized volatility model, daily model and 
intraday model discussed below, are estimated by the first in-sample period returns. 
This is because the in-sample period is changing for every forecast step, and we only 
analyse the first estimation result as the example to explain the models’ fitness.  
 
We start with the results of the MA (1)-GARCH (1, 1) and MA(1)-FIGARCH(1,d,0) 
models. Table 4 shows the parameters of the intraday MA (1)-GARCH (1, 1), MA 
(1)-FIGARCH (1, d, 0), as well as daily GARCH (1, 1) models. Table 5 shows the 
residual test of three models for four exchange rate return series.  
 
In Table 4, all MA (1) parameters in the mean equations are negative, which captures 
the first order negative autocorrelation in the returns. For the intraday GARCH (1, 1) 
model, all the parameters in the mean equations and variance equations are significant. 
The fact that α +β <1 shows the GARCH process is stationary. In most cases the 
sum is close to 1 indicating the persistence of volatility. The same situation also 
applies to the daily GARCH (1, 1). This evidence shows that the properties of 15 
minute intraday returns can be well captured by the MA (1)-GARCH (1, 1) 
specification and the daily GARCH also fits the daily returns well. For the FIGARCH 
model, the long memory parameter d is significantly different from zero for all series, 
indicating that the long memory property in the volatility process has been captured. 
The value of d is around 0.2 for all cases, which is similar to the value estimated by 
Baillie, Cecen and Han (2000) that uses different exchange rate series and different 
frequencies. As mentioned in Baillie, Cecen and Han (2000), this phenomenon 
supports the argument of the ‘invariant’ property of the long memory parameter.  
 
However, for the Euro/CHF series, under the specification of FIGARCH (1, d, 0), the 
parameter β  is not significant. The insignificant parameter β  of Euro/CHF shows 
there are some distinguishable properties in the Euro/CHF series and the order (1, d, 0) 
is not appropriate for this series. We have tried different orders, such as (1,d,1) and 
(0,d,1), and found that (0,d,1) fits the data best, which indicates that the Euro/CHF 
return series is an ARCH process rather than GARCH process under a long memory 
specification. The fractional parameter d is also close to 0.2 and significant. Therefore 
the forecast on Euro/CHF volatility will be produced by a FIGARCH (0, d,1) model. 
 
The model fitness can also be checked by diagnostic tests on residuals. Table 5 shows 
the residual tests of the above mentioned models. The Q-test for the standardized 
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residual up to 50 lags shows the non-autocorrelation hypothesis is rejected for both 
intraday GARCH and FIGARCH models. In addition, for the intraday GARCH (1, 1) 
model, the Q-test for the squared standardized residual indicates that there are still 
serial correlations existing. However, for the FIGARCH model, the serial correlation 
in standardized squared returns is eliminated in most of the cases, except the 
Euro/GBP series. An ARCH-LM test rejects the hypothesis of no ARCH effect in the 
residual from the intraday GARCH model in any case, but it cannot reject the 
hypothesis for Euro/CHF from the FIGARCH model. In addition, although for the 
other 3 series, the p-values of the ARCH(10)-LM test for the FIGARCH model are 
less than 5%, the test statistics of FIGARCH are much less than those from the 
intraday GARCH model. This evidence indicates that the FIGARCH model can better 
capture the dependence and persistence in volatility than the GARCH model for the 
intraday case. While for daily cases, the results for the daily GARCH model show it 
successfully fits in the daily returns. 
 
Nevertheless, the good in-sample model fitness does not necessarily lead to a superior 
out-of-sample forecast. To select a powerful prediction model, we should also 
consider the performance of out-of-sample forecasts.  
 
The second specification that we use is an ARFIMA (5, d, 0) model. ABDL (2003) 
use a long memory VAR-RV to model logarithmic daily realized volatility and find 
that it has the best forecast for exchange rate volatility. In this study, an ARFIMA 
model is applied to 4 individual exchange rates.  For the order of the model and 
parameter d, we follow ABDL (2003), i.e., ARFIMA (5, d, 0) with d=0.401.  
 
In fact, before the decision of using the same specification as ABDL (2003), some 
alternative orders and an estimated d were also tried for comparison. However, the 
information criteria AIC preferred the order (5, d, 0) to other orders, such as (1, d, 1) 
and (1, d, 0). In addition, we also tried to estimate the parameter d for each series. For 
in-sample estimation, the decrease of AIC was trivial and most importantly, its 
out-of-sample performance was similar and slightly inferior to the fixed d case. 
Therefore, we keep the specification of ABDL (2003). 
 
Table 6 shows the estimation result of ARFIMA models for each series. Interestingly, 
only the first and the fifth order autoregressive parameters are significant. Since the 
series under consideration is logarithmic volatility, the model fitness cannot be 
compared with GARCH-type models. Nevertheless, Table 6 also shows the residual 
test for the ARFIMA model. The Q-test on standardized residual indicates the 
ARFIMA model captures well the volatility dependency, but the ARCH-LM tests get 
low p-values, except for the Euro/USD series. 
 
Moving to the typical Stochastic Volatility Model, Table 7 reports the log likelihood 
values and residual test results for the two models. It is interesting that all the log 
likelihood values from the SV model are larger than those from the corresponding 
SVX model that includes intraday information. This result is contrary to the findings 
of Hol and Koopman (2002) and Koopman, Jungbacker and Hol(2005), which report 
that the SVX model has higher log likelihood for the S&P 100 stock market. 
Nevertheless, the Q-test and the normality test on the residuals indicate both models 
fit the daily return series successfully for all cases.  
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6. Empirical results for out-of-sample forecast evaluation 
 
6.1 The regression test 
 
With regard to the result of the regression test, we can classify the 6 models into 3 
categories according to their performance.  The FIGARCH and Intraday GARCH 
lead the test, which provides us with enough surprises and interest; because the earlier 
literature has not shown that the traditional volatility model estimated by intraday 
returns can surpass the realized volatility model, ARFIMA model.  From Table 8 we 
can see that in all series, the R2s from the regressions of intraday GARCH and 
FIGARCH exceed 70%, which means that most true volatility can be explained by the 
forecast. This result is far better than the second category model, ARFIMA. For 
example, the R2 from the FIGARCH model is 25.5% higher than that from the 
ARFIMA model for the Euro/CHF case, 263.8% for Euro/GBP, 121.76% for 
Euro/JPY and 1,324.5% for Euro/USD. If we further compare the two leading models, 
we can find the FIGARCH has a little bit more predictive ability than the intraday 
GARCH in most cases, except the Euro/USD series.  The R2 from FIGARCH is 
7.3% higher than intraday GARCH for Euro/CHF, 2.8% for Euro/GBP, and 3.0% for 
Euro/JPY.  However, for the Euro/USD case, the R2 from intraday GARCH is 2.2% 
higher than that from the FIGARCH model. 
 
If we exclude intraday GARCH and FIGARCH models, then the result is similar to 
most previous findings, i.e., the realized volatility model ARFIMA is preferred, rather 
than the traditional daily volatility models.  Although the SVX model has already 
included intraday information, which is proved, in other studies, to be an efficient 
method to forecast volatility, it still cannot catch up with the ARFIMA model in any 
series.  Also from Table 8, we can see their differences from the following figures: 
the R2 of the ARFIMA model is 17.9% higher than that of the SVX model for 
Euro/CHF, 11.5% for Euro/GBP, 11.1% for Euro/JPY and 960.0% for Euro/USD.  
 
The traditional volatility models, daily GARCH, SV and SVX, belong to the third 
category.  Just as expected, their performance is in no way satisfactory, especially for 
the Euro/USD series.  The R2s are extremely low in this series and the highest figure, 
which is from the SVX model, is only 0.5%.  Although the results are better in the 
other three series, they still lag far behind the models in categories one and two.  
According to Martens and Zein (2002), Jones (2003), Hol and Koopman(2002), 
Koopman, Jungbacker and Hol(2005) and some others, including intraday 
information can improve the performance of traditional daily volatility models.   In 
our study, if we compare the SVX model and SV model, the higher R2s values from 
the SVX model for all the series indicate that true volatility can be explained more by 
the forecast from the SVX model, which is consistent with previous studies. When we 
compare the SV and daily GARCH models, the R2s from the SV model are higher 
than those from daily GARCH in most of the cases, except the Euro/CHF series. This 
result is consistent with some earlier studies, such as Yu (2002) and Lopez (2001). 
Actually, the comparison results between the GARCH model and SV model in the 
literature are mixed. For example, Dunis Laws and Chauvin (2000) reports that the 
SV model performs worst among daily volatility models. 
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From the foregoing results we can draw an inference that the intraday models perform 
best, the realized volatility model (ARFIMA) is in the middle tier, while the 
traditional daily volatility models cannot compete in most cases. 
 
6.2 HRMSE 
 
According to the results of the HRMSE, we can also divide the 6 models into 3 same 
categories. Similar to the results of the regression test, the intraday GARCH model 
and FIGARCH model produce smaller forecast errors in most of the cases, except for 
the Euro/USD series, where the HRMSE from the ARFIMA model is smaller than that 
from the intraday GARCH model and ranks second among the 6 models. Nevertheless, 
the FIGARCH model for the Euro/USD series still has the smallest HRMSE 
comparing with others and therefore for all the series, the FIGARCH model ranks first 
in the accuracy test. This result together with the result of the regression test shows 
that the FIGARCH model has the greatest predictive power and produces the most 
accurate forecast. In some cases, the intraday GARCH model or the ARFIMA model 
is close to the FIGARCH model, which will be further verified by the equal accuracy 
test, while their differences with the daily volatility models are rather large. For 
example, the FIGARCH model produces 57.5% lower HRMSE than the daily 
GARCH model for Euro/CHF, 66.2% for Euro/GBP, 31.5% for Euro/JPY, and 33.8% 
for Euro/USD.   
 
Although generally speaking, the HRMSE has similar results to the regression tests, 
when we look to the 3 daily volatility models, their results are not always compatible.  
Most previous studies have shown that the SVX has better performance than the SV 
model, which is also confirmed by the regression test in this study.  However, such 
an advantage for SVX does not appear in the HRMSE case.  For Euro/CHF and 
Euro/GBP, the HRMSE from the SVX model is much larger than those from the SV 
model.  For the Euro/JPY series, the SVX model has a smaller HRMSE than the SV 
model, but the difference is negligible.   
 
In addition, if we compare the SV model with the daily GARCH model, the result of 
HRMSE is not in line with that of the R2 test either.  For Euro/GBP and Euro/JPY 
series, the HRMSE of the SV model is not as good as daily GARCH, which is 
contrary to the result of the R2 test.  Such a result can usually be found in volatility 
forecast literature, because different forecast evaluation methods may prefer different 
models.  It is a puzzle that researchers select their own models in accordance with 
their preferred methods.   
 
In summary, the regression and accuracy tests in this study have not only confirmed 
some arguments proposed by other researchers, but also given different results. On the 
one hand, the realized volatility model ARFIMA has a better performance than 
traditional daily volatility models, which agrees with many pervious studies.  On the 
other hand, however, we believe that the FIGARCH and intraday GARCH models 
have even more outstanding predictive ability than the ARFIMA model, which has not 
been, at least to the author’s knowledge, reported in the literature. Furthermore, the 
results of the 3 daily volatility models are mixed and different models may be chosen 
according to different evaluation methods.  
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6.3 The HLN-DM test 
 
In order to further evaluate the accuracy of forecasts among the models, an equal 
accuracy test of HRMSE is also adopted in this study. 
 
Table 9 shows the statistics of the HLN-DM test of 5 pairs of models for 4 exchange 
rate series. The test compares the significance of the difference between HRMSEs 
from two competing models pair by pair. According to the order given by the HRMSE, 
the HLN-DM test will be used 5 times for each series. First, the two smallest 
HRMSEs are chosen to calculate test statistics and then the inferior one will be 
compared with the next superior HRMSE among the rest. The test statistics for 5 
pairs’ comparison results are reported in Table 9. 
 
From Table 8 we can see the orders of HRMSE values for Euro/CHF and Euro/GBP 
series are same. Therefore these two series will be first discussed together. The first 
two columns of Table 9 show the test statistics of 5 pairs of models for the two series. 
We can see that the differences between the FIGARCH and intraday GARCH models 
are insignificantly different from zero. The intraday GARCH is significantly superior 
to the ARFIMA model with large statistics, and the differences between the SV model 
and SVX model are also significant for the two series. However, there is no 
significant difference between the daily GARCH model and the SV model for 
Euro/GBP. 
 
For the Euro/JPY series, the HLM-DM test shows different results. Only two pairs, 
FIGARCH v.s. intraday GARCH and ARFIMA v.s. SVX, have significant statistics, 
and the differences of all the other pairs are insignificant. 
 
The Euro/USD series also shows a surprising result. First of all, the FIGARCH model 
is significantly superior to the ARFIMA model, while the differences between the 
ARFIMA model and intraday GARCH model, intraday GARCH model and SVX 
model are insignificant. Among the daily volatility models, the SVX model is 
significantly superior to the SV model, and the later is also significantly better than 
the daily GARCH model. 
 
Table 10 shows the rank given by the HLM-DM test for 4 exchange rate series. 
Models in the same rank mean the HRMSEs from them are statistically equal, while 
the model in the second line inside the grid has a relatively larger HRMSE. From the 
table we can see that the results of the first 2 ranks are similar to those of the 
regression test. The FIGARCH model always performs best for all the cases. The 
intraday GARCH model is superior to the ARFIMA model in two cases and not 
different with the ARFIMA in the other two. This result shows that the ARFIMA 
model can have similar forecast ability to the intraday GARCH model, but it never 
surpasses the latter or the FIGARCH model.  In addition, daily volatility models 
cannot surpass the intraday models or the realized volatility model.  
 
The results of daily volatility models are rather mixed. The daily GARCH model 
surprisingly ranks the 3rd in 3 cases, although 2 of them share this rank with another 
equal accuracy model. This result again contradicts the regression test result that the 
SVX model performs best and the results of Hol and Koopman (2002) and Koopman, 
Jungbacker and Hol(2005) that the SVX model is superior to the daily GARCH model 
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in the accuracy test . It also brings an opposite result to the earlier studies that support 
the hypothesis that the SV model is superior to the daily GARCH model.  
 
6.4 Superior Predictive Ability (SPA) test 
 
Another more efficient method to check the significance of the superiority of models 
is the SPA test. The test will select 6 models among a large number of competing 
models, which are the most significant model, best model, models with a performance 
relative to 25% ,50%(median), and 75% of the benchmark model and the worst model. 
In this study, we only have 5 competing models besides the benchmark model, and 
therefore the result of the SPA test also shows the rank of 5 models at the same time. 
The benchmark model is the FIGARCH model, which is unanimously preferred by 
the three tests discussed above. 
 
Table 11 shows the result of the SPA test for each series by two evaluation criteria. It 
lists the model selection, sample loss, t-statistics and “p-values”. At the bottom of the 
panel for each series, the p-values of the SPA test are reported, which are in bold font 
and marked by yellow colour. The figures show that the null hypothesis that the 
FIGARCH model is not inferior to other models cannot be rejected for any case with 
the exception of Euro/CHF evaluated by the MSE. The MSE of intraday GARCH is 
smaller than that of the FIGARCH model for the Euro/CHF case. This is not 
surprising, because sometimes the result is sensitive to the evaluation method. 
However, according to the majority of the cases, we can conclude that generally 
speaking, the FIGARCH model cannot be surpassed by other models.   
 
Table 12 summarises the rank given by the SPA test. The result is similar to the rank 
by HRMSE. In most of the cases, the intraday GARCH and ARFIMA models follow 
the FIGARCH model closely with a better performance by the intraday GARCH 
model. The three daily volatility models have mixed rankings, while the daily 
GARCH model gets more chances to rank ahead of the other two, which is consistent 
with the result of HRMSE. One surprising exception is that for the Euro/USD 
evaluated by MAE case, the SVX model, next to the ARFIMA model, has a smaller 
MAE even than the intraday GARCH model. However, if we look at the rank from 
MSE and HRMSE, the result above is not so surprising, since the SVX model also 
performs best among daily models in both criteria for the Euro/USD series. Therefore, 
we can conclude that the Euro/USD series prefers the SVX model to other daily 
models, and in some extreme cases it can outperform the intraday GARCH model. 
 
6.5 Discussion of the out-of sample-performance of the tests 
 

Combining the parameter estimation result from section 4 and the forecast 
evaluation result above, we get the following findings. First, the FIGARCH model not 
only fits the data better than the intraday GARCH model for in-sample estimation, but 
also shows superior forecast performance in almost all of the exchange rate series.  
The HLN-DM test further proves that such superiority to the intraday GARCH model 
is significant in two cases. With these advantages in both aspects, the FIGARCH 
model is selected as the most favourable model. This is the most important finding in 
this research, since the FIGARCH model has seldom been found as a powerful model 
in high frequency forecasting. The advantages of FIGARCH over the intraday 
GARCH model, with the only difference in the consideration of the long memory, 
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also confirm the FIGARCH model captures well the long memory characteristic of 
high frequency volatility and gains benefits from it for forecasting.  

 
The widely preferred ARFIMA model cannot surpass the FIGARCH model or the 

intraday GARCH model. The good performance of the latter shows that, at least for 
our Euro exchange rates, the traditional daily volatility model can still be quite 
effective after the deseasonalisation of high frequency returns. Both being long 
memory models, the FIGARCH and ARFIMA models are different in the way of 
modelling the long memory properties in volatility. The test in this study shows that 
with the adoption of high frequency data, the long memory GARCH family model has 
clear advantages over the long memory realized volatility model.    

The result that models using high frequency data have far better results than the 
daily volatility models proves that using high frequency data can effectively improve 
the forecast performance.  Such a conclusion has also been drawn in many earlier 
studies and once again is confirmed by this study. 

 
The SVX model not only has inferior model fitness to the SV model, but also gets 

poor forecast performance in terms of the forecast error.  It only outperforms the SV 
model in two cases. Although the regression test shows that the SVX model is the best 
among the daily models, the accuracy test results contradict the results of the earlier 
studies that the daily model extended by intraday information should produce a more 
accurate forecast.  However, for the Euro/USD exchange rates, the SVX model 
shows good performance, which is consistent with the earlier findings.  
 

The in-sample estimation result of the daily GARCH model cannot be simply 
compared with the SV family models. However, its forecast performance shows in 
most of the cases, its forecast accuracy is better than, or at least equal to, the SV type 
models. The result of this study further confirms the mixture of comparison results 
between the GARCH and SV models in the literature.  In addition, the accuracy and 
regression tests provide different outcomes. This reminds us to be aware that different 
evaluation methods may have different preferences. 

 
Some seemingly surprising results from the Euro/USD series in fact are in line 

with the studies on USD exchange rates or other data.  Such a coincidence may 
indicate that USD and Euro exchange rates might prefer different models.  Therefore, 
it is difficult to have a general answer for the superiority of models, and the current 
conclusions are data sensitive.  This is a difficult problem for volatility forecasters 
and explains why there are so many contradictory conclusions. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 

The main aim of this study is to forecast volatility of the euro exchange rates by 
using high frequency data. As a newly emerged important currency, the Euro has 
already shown great strength and huge potential in financial markets.  However, 
current studies on currencies still concentrate on the USD and do not give due 
attention to the Euro. This study therefore fills a gap and achieves some different 
findings on model selection from those studies on USD exchange rates and stock 
markets.   
 

To this end, the study has considered 6 models, including the realized volatility 
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model, daily volatility models estimated by intraday returns, daily volatility model 
extended by intraday information and simple daily volatility models.  Four Euro 
exchange rate series were adopted, including Euro/CHF, Euro/GBP, Euro/JPY and 
Euro/USD.  To explore new possibilities, the frequency of data was designed as the 
15 minute interval, which is not popularly used.   
 
After the various tests specified in previous chapters, we can draw the following 
conclusions. The most important finding of the study is that the FIGARCH model 
surpasses all of the other models selected and takes the lead in most of the 
out-of-sample evaluation tests. This result also surprises the author, because 
FIGARCH has seldom been regarded as a competitive model in high frequency 
application.  From the author’s point of view, such success is due to its ability to 
capture, at the same time, both the long memory and volatility clustering properties, 
which are the two most important characteristics of volatility.  Furthermore, the 
employment of high frequency data also helps FIGARCH to achieve substantial 
advantages over the daily volatility models.  These combined factors may explain 
why FIGARCH can fare so well in the forecast competition.  Meanwhile, the 
shortcoming of applying the high frequency framework to the FIGARCH model is 
also obvious, i.e., with current available packages and computer equipment, running 
FIGARCH in high frequency data is rather time consuming. Such a disadvantage will 
restrict the wide use of the model at the present stage.  
 

Besides the FIGARCH model, the intraday GARCH model also performs fairly 
well in forecasting.  This result breaks the prejudice that the traditional daily 
volatility model cannot fit the high frequency data framework.  Many researchers in 
this field believe that the ARFIMA model is a highly effective one for high frequency 
data.  However, after the deseasonalisation of the raw returns, the traditional 
GARCH family models can still adapt highly volatile intraday data and acquire even 
more satisfactory forecast results than the newly developed models.  At a time when 
most volatility forecast studies use high frequency data, this result reminds us that the 
improvement of traditional models has equal importance to the development of all 
kinds of new models.  
 

It is now a common practice for volatility forecasters to use high frequency data, 
because the strong evidence of improvement after its adoption has been proved in 
many articles.  This study again demonstrates this point.  The least difference of R2 
in the regression test for high frequency and daily data is 6.8% and for the accuracy 
test, the smallest difference also reaches 6.3%.  This article, like many others, 
provides a solid foundation for proving the contribution of high frequency data.   
 

This study analyses the properties of Euro exchange rates and finds that they are 
similar to the stylized properties of high frequency data, which have been disclosed by 
some earlier studies on other foreign exchange rates or stock markets.  This suggests 
that these properties are not subject to certain kinds of high frequency data, but most 
probably reflect the general feature that all such data share. Meanwhile, Euro 
exchange rates also possess some unique characteristics that are different from other 
rates, such as the USD.  For example, there are autocorrelations in the Euro 
exchange rate raw returns.  This difference possibly explains some unusual 
conclusions that have been drawn by this study. 
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In general, this study achieves some different conclusions and at the same time, 
confirms some earlier findings in the literature. These inferences might have some 
valuable influence on future volatility forecasting. Nevertheless, there are still many 
issues that need to be considered: First, the result of the study is based on the single 
regime model and does not take account of possible structural change in the volatility 
process. There is a reason for us to consider the regime-switching model, which might 
produce more satisfactory results by using time-varying parameter models in the 
series. Second, the advantage of the realized volatility model is its simplicity and less 
computation without losing the accuracy of the forecast. To fully tap the potential of 
the realized volatility model, more models need to be explored.  Third, as mentioned 
before, although the FIGARCH model had the best performance in the test, the great 
amount of computation is an incentive to develop more powerful computation 
methods to meet the requirements of huge observations of high frequency data.  Last 
but not the least, the Euro was introduced 6 years ago, and such a short period may 
not be enough to fully reflect the complexity of its fluctuations.  As it matures, we 
may acquire more data for a longer sample period, and it will help us to make a more 
thorough investigation of it.   
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Appendix: Data Processing 
 
The data set includes 5-minute interval price series of four exchange rates. It contains 
509,472 observations and the period is from January 1st, 2000 to October 31st 2004. 
Different data series are computed from the raw data set in order to make the 
corresponding estimations and evaluations. The data is processed by following steps: 
 

1. Create price series with different frequencies. The 15-minute, 30-minute and 
daily interval price series are created from the raw data set by deleting 
appropriate grids of prices. For example, for each hour, only the spot prices at 
minute 0, 15, 30, and 45 are kept in order to construct the 15-minute interval 
price series. The 30-minute series is used to compare the return kurtosis with 
those of the 5-minute and 15-minute series. The daily series is used for the 
estimation of the daily GARCH model and the SV models. 

2. Create the 15-minute price series without weekend data. In this step, the prices 
from Friday 21:05 GMT to Sunday 21:00 GMT are removed from the series. 

3. Deseasonalize 15-minute returns to estimate the intraday GARCH model and 
the FIGARCH model. First, the return series are calculated by equation (1) 
and the missing values are removed from the series. Second, equations (2) and 
(3) are used to calculate deseasonalized returns for the estimation of intraday 
models. Therefore the forecasts from the intraday GARCH model and 
FIGARCH model are “deseasonalized forecasts”. 

4. Transform the deseasonalized forecasts to those based on the raw returns. By 
using equation (11), the transformed intraday variance forecast series are 
obtained.  

5. Calculate daily variance forecasts for intraday models. Based on the idea of 
realized volatility, the daily variance forecasts are obtained by equation (12), 
which sums the intraday variance forecasts for a day. The daily variance 
forecasts are the final forecasting result of intraday models that will be 
compared with those from other models. 

6. Calculate two series of realized volatility. By using equation (7), the realized 
volatility series used for estimating the ARFIMA model and that used as the 
proxy of true volatility are created. The former one is constructed by 
15-minute interval returns while the latter is by 5-minute interval returns. 

 
For each exchange rate, there are totally 10 data series created for different purposes.  
Steps (1) and (2) are realized by Visual Basic Application in Excel. The rest steps are 
carried out by the codes written in Ox language. 
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Table 1.Numbers of observations in each return series after data 
cleaning 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Summary statistics of 15-minute return of Euro FX rates 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Kurtosis of return at different frequencies 
 
 

 5-minute 15-minute 30-minute 
Euro/CHF 49.73249 27.48871 10.19428 

Euro/GBP 14.77572 10.67133 8.008398 

Euro/JPY 18.40289 16.16316 6.696790 

Euro/USD 71.82989 52.86586 19.13543 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD15 

No. of observations 105,086 110,153 112,795 116,518 

  Mean S.D. Skewness Kurtosis 

Euro/CHF 5.59e-08 0.000356 -0.120485 27.48871 
Euro/GBP 6.06e-07 0.000626 0.149269 10.67133 
Euro/JPY 2.07e-06 0.000838 0.235513 16.16316 
Euro/USD 2.22e-06 0.000731 0.965842 52.86586 
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Table 4. In-sample parameter estimation result for intraday 
GARCH and FIGARCH model 

 
 Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

MA(1) -0.24484 (-76.97) -0.15193(-51.15) -0.10288(-36.13) -0.103593(-35.58)
Intraday GARCH(1,1) 

C 0.159644(30.11) 0.024171(21.06) 0.013281(20.60) 0.053544(24.25)
α 0.188032(34.52) 0.066218(36.67) 0.057844(36.97) 0.083246(34.08)
β 0.672325(89.94) 0.91213(389.44) 0.931934(560.80) 0.869678(244.60)

FIGARCH(1,d,0) 
C 0.251560(31.76) 0.213203(31.67) 0.168771(30.65) 0.244690(29.65)

β (α forCHF) 0.052624(6.731) 0.049780(7.092) 0.065322(8.857) 0.057110(7.818) 
d 0.185928(29.59) 0.192854(43.91) 0.212205(48.01) 0.187605(37.24)

Daily GARCH (1,1) 
C 2.27e-07(5.069) 1.79e-07(1.7476) 4.51E-07(2.3465) 9.83E-07(1.9105)
α 0.07238(9.07) 0.04717(3.8668) 0.051640(4.6672) 0.035693(3.0805)
β 0.89131(67.774) 0.94590(67.383) 0.939351(87.883) 0.944521(54.416)

The numbers in parentheses are z-statistics. 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Residual tests for intraday GARCH, FIGARCH and Daily 
GARCH models 
 

 Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 
Intraday GARCH(1,1) 

Q(50) 82.975(0.002) 74.906(0.010) 74.753(0.01) 168.13(0.000) 
Q2(50) 62.876(0.088) 367.41(0.000) 305.60(0.000) 142.54(0.000) 

ARCH(10) 2.520061(0.005) 26.6370(0.000) 19.644(0.000) 7.8479(0.000) 
FIGARCH(1,d,0) ((0,d,0) for Euro/CHF) 

Q(50) 86.874(0.00095) 76.8971(0.0086) 68.944(0.039033) 69.2843(0.03677)
Q2(50) 22.7729(0.9995) 75.8308(0.0083) 59.4281(0.14616) 57.4077(0.19172)

ARCH(10) 0.82994(0.5996) 3.0872(0.0006) 2.6827(0.0028) 1.9757(0.0317) 
Daily GARCH(1,1) 

Q(50) 51.512(0.414) 38.166(0.89) 57.298(0.223) 32.578(0.973) 
Q2(50) 43.113(0.744) 41.524(0.798) 35.377(0.941) 39.227(0.864) 

ARCH(10) 0.76807(0.660) 0.9573(0.4792) 1.4365(0.1587) 0.861(0.5698) 
The numbers in parentheses are p-values. 
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Table 6. Estimation results of ARFIMA(5,d,0) with d=0.401 
 

 Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

AR(1) -0.085(-.2.89)* -0.090(-3.08)* -0.092(-3.12)* -0.152(-5.13)* 

AR(2) -0.0267(-0.9) -0.059(-2.00) -0.025(-0.84) -0.0375(-1.25) 

AR(3) 0.0413(1.39) -0.005(-0.170) 0.0174(0.585) -0.021(-0.706) 

AR(4) 0.0360(1.21) 0.0135(0.457) 0.0154(0.517) -0.017(-0.569) 

AR(5) 0.0728(2.46)* 0.1636(5.58)* 0.089(3.01)* 0.092(3.12)* 

Residual test 

ARCH(1) 8.9768(0.0028) 5.298(0.0215) 4.551(0.033) 0.126(0.723) 

Q(30) 34.401(0.188) 39.105(0.0792) 34.243(0.193) 27.322(0.5007)

The numbers in parentheses after parameter estimations are t-statistics. The 
parameters with* are significant. For the residual test, the numbers in parentheses are 
p-values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7. Estimation results for the SV and SVX models 
 

 Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

SV model 

Log likelihood 5778.82 4889.48 4368.8 4402.4 

Q(12) 8.4927 14.406 9.5736 9.5252 

Normality Test 5.686 7.598* 1.803 1.332 

SVX model 

Log likelihood 5767.43 4883.47 4367.26 4399.46 

Q(12) 7.7262 14.404 10.141 9.5996 

Normality Test 4.864 7.056* 1.739 0.728 

The test statistics show for every series the null can’t be rejected at 5% significant level except the 
statistics with * in Euro/GBP series.  However, the null can’t be rejected at 1% significant level 
for all cases. 
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Table 8. Out-of-sample forecast evaluation result  

 
 
  Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

  2R  HRMSE 2R  HRMSE 2R  HRMSE 2R  HRMSE 

ARFIMA 0.620 0.21591 0.232 0.13290 0.340 0.13431 0.053 0.22388 

Intraday 
GARCH 

0.725 0.16507 0.708 0.07516 0.731 0.13418 0.772 0.24670 

FI-GARCH 0.778 0.15865 0.728 0.07263 0.754 0.10932 0.755 0.18371 

Daily 
GARCH 

0.580 0.37398 0.169 0.21511 0.283 0.15966 0.00136 0.27736 

SV 0.511 0.39057 0.176 0.21600 0.299 0.16461 0.00187 0.26078 

SVX 0.530 0.42971 0.210 0.22802 0.310 0.15742 0.005 0.23847 

 
 
 

Table 9. HLN-DW Test results 
 
 
  Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

FIGARCH V.S. Intraday 
GARCH 

-0.868392* -0.7362* -7.1986 --- 

Intraday GARCH V.S. ARFIMA -3.85388 -5.8741 -0.01172* 1.4033* 

ARFIMA V.S. daily GARCH -21.0843 -8.2769 --- --- 

Daily GARCH V.S. SV -5.17427 -1.57772* -1.5718* 4.6444 

SV model V.S. SVX -34.2485 -5.413548 --- 3.88191 

ARFIMA V.S. SVX --- --- -2.70247 --- 

Daily GARCH V.S. SVX --- --- 0.468085* --- 

FIGARCH V.S. ARFIMA --- --- --- -2.5828 

Intraday GARCH V.S.SVX --- --- --- 0.62868* 

The test statistics with* indicate the differences between two models are insignificant. 
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Table 10. Models ranked by HRMSE the HLM-DM test 
 

Rank Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

1 FIGARCH 
Intraday- 
GARCH 

FIGARCH 
Intraday- 
GARCH 

FIGARCH FIGARCH 

2 ARFIMA ARFIMA Intraday- 
GARCH 
ARFIMA 

ARFIMA 
Intraday- 
GARCH* 

3 Daily GARCH Daily GARCH 
SV 

SVX 
Daily GARCH* 

SVX* 

4 SV SVX SV* SV 

5 SVX   Daily GARCH 

The models with *means there are no significant different HRMSE between them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 11. SPA test result evaluated by MAE and MSE 
 

* All the MSEs should be timed 610− . 
Euro/CHF 

 Models Sample loss t-statistics “p-value” 
 MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE 

Benchmark FIGARCH FIGARCH 0.00049 0.418741 --- --- --- --- 
Most 

significant 
Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

0.00049 0.367267 -0.1529 2.00373 0.543 0.024 

Best model Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

0.00049 0.367267 -0.1526 2.00373 0.543 0.024 

Model_25% ARFIMA ARFIMA 0.00068 0.750425 -6.9940 -4.5347 1 1 
Median 

model_50% 
Daily 

GARCH 
Daily 

GARCH 
0.00127 2.0217 -16.866 -7.8768 1 1 

Model_75% SV model SV model 0.00131 2.15181 -17.306 -8.3188 1 1 
Worst SVX  SVX  0.00145 2.53635 -20.348 -9.1108 1 1 

MAE MSE 
Lower Consistent Upper Lower Consistent Upper SPA 

p-values 
0.491 0.543 0.91 0.024 0.024 0.05 
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Euro/GBP 
 models Sample loss t-statistics “p-value” 
 MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE 

Benchmark FIGARCH FIGARCH 0.00027 0.1421 --- --- --- --- 
Most 

significant 
Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

0.00026 0.1058 0.58793 0.80831 0.277 0.2 

Best model Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

0.00026 0.1058 0.58793 0.80831 0.277 0.2 

Model_25% ARFIMA ARFIMA 0.00053 0.43369 -8.2288 -7.4138 1 1 
Median 

model_50% 
SV model  Daily 

GARCH 
0.00092 1.12 -10.2664 -7.5965 1 1 

Model_75% Daily 
GARCH 

SV model 0.00092 1.12718 -10.586 -7.433 1 1 

Worst SVX  SVX  0.001 1.27157 -12.667 -9.0412 1 1 
MAE MSE 

Lower Consistent Upper Lower Consistent Upper SPA 
p-values 

0.277 0.277 0.64 0.2 0.2 0.54 
Euro/JPY 

 models Sample loss t-statistics “p-value” 
 MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE 

Benchmark FIGARCH FIGARCH 0.00048 0.312976 --- --- --- --- 
Most 

significant 
ARFIMA ARFIMA 0.00061 0.61609 -2.5905 -3.5486 0.997 0.999 

Best model Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

0.00059 0.479244 -5.4812 -5.5893 1 1 

Model_25% ARFIMA ARFIMA 0.00061 0.61609 -2.5905 -3.5486 0.997 0.999 
Median 

model_50% 
Daily 

GARCH 
Daily 

GARCH 
0.00074 0.829882 -5.2685 -5.3815 1 1 

Model_75% SVX  SVX  0.00074 0.872274 -4.4594 -4.5779 1 1 
Worst SV model SV model 0.00078 0.889511 -6.0059 -5.7839 1 1 

MAE MSE 
Lower Consistent Upper Lower Consistent Upper SPA 

p-values 
0.506 0.506 1 0.544 0.544 1 

Euro/USD 
 models Sample loss t-statistics “p-value” 
 MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE 

Benchmark FIGARCH FIGARCH 0.00074 0.92356 --- --- --- --- 
Most 

significant 
ARFIMA ARFIMA 0.00089 1.9681 -1.960 -1.7427 0.97 0.925 

Best model ARFIMA Intraday 
GARCH 

0.00089 1.33873 -1.960 -3.6090 0.97 1 

Model_25% SVX  ARFIMA 0.00096 1.9681 -2.9577 -1.7427 0.998 0.925 
Median 

model_50% 
Intraday 
GARCH 

SVX  0.00099 2.10993 -7.4719 -1.8749 1 0.931 

Model_75% SV model SV model 0.00101 2.1903 -3.7023 -2.0571 1 0.946 
Worst Daily 

GARCH 
Daily 

GARCH 
0.00107 2.25852 -4.5248 -2.2958 1 0.965 

MAE MSE 
Lower Consistent Upper Lower Consistent Upper SPA 

p-values 
0.518 0.518 1 0.609 0.976 1 
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Table 12. Models ranked by the SPA test 
 
Rank Euro/CHF Euro/GBP Euro/JPY Euro/USD 

 MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE 

1 Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

ARFIMA Intraday 
GARCH 

2 ARFIMA ARFIMA ARFIMA ARFIMA ARFIMA ARFIMA SVX  ARFIMA

3 Daily 
GARCH 

Daily 
GARCH 

SV 
model  

Daily 
GARCH 

Daily 
GARCH 

Daily 
GARCH 

Intraday 
GARCH 

SVX  

4 SV 
model 

SV 
model 

Daily 
GARCH 

SV 
model 

SVX  SVX  SV 
model 

SV 
model 

5 SVX  SVX  SVX  SVX  SV 
model 

SV 
model 

Daily 
GARCH 

Daily 
GARCH 
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Graph 1. Actual plots for 15-min Euro exchange rate return series 
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Graph 2. Autocorrelations of 15-min raw return 
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Graph 3. Autocorrelation function of absolute 15-min return 
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Graph 4. Autocorrelation function of absolute return after  

deseasonalisation 
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